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ABSTRACT: Cloud computing is continuously evolving and considered next generation architecture for computing. Typically, cloud 

computing is a combination of computing resources accessible via internet. Historically, the clients or the organizations store data in 

data centers with firewall and other security techniques to protect data against intruders. However, in cloud computing, since the data 

is stored anywhere across the globe, the client organizations have less control over the stored data. To build the trust for the growth of 

cloud computing, the cloud providers must protect the user data from unauthorized access and disclosure. Here in this work hybrid 

approach of encryption techniques and the storage of data are considered in the cloud system. The main advantage of the hybrid 

scheme is to provide more security in the cloud. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud Computing provides us a means by which we can access the applications as utilities, over the Internet. It allows us to create, 

configure, and customize applications online. It offers online data storage, infrastructure and application. The term Cloud refers to a 

Network or Internet. In other words, we can say that Cloud is something, which is present at remote location. Cloud can provide services 

over network, i.e., on public networks or on private networks, i.e., WAN, LAN or VPN. Applications such as e-mail, web conferencing, 

customer relationship management (CRM), all run in cloud. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Cloud Computing 
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The cloud makes it possible for users to access information from anywhere anytime. It removes the need for users to be in the 

same location as the hardware that stores data. Once the internet connection is established either with wireless or broadband, user can 

access services of cloud computing via hardware. This hardware could be a desktop, laptop, tablet or phone. 

1.1 Cloud Service Model  

There are basically three types of service model in the cloud which are having features of application, software and hardware sharing 

resources in a cloud. These three service models are given below:- 

Infrastructure as a service: In IaaS clients get access to infrastructure for deploying their stuff in the cloud. This service does not control or 

manages the infrastructure. In fact this manages or controls the Operating system, storage, applications. Here client is not control the 

cloud infrastructure but controls the operating system, storage, limited users and controls of host firewalls. 

Platform as a service: In platform as a service generally user deploys and controls their applications in a cloud. In this user never ever 

manages the servers and the storage. Here client is not able to control the cloud infrastructure for example servers, operating systems, data 

storage, network connections but controls the deployed cloud applications and hosting configurations. 

Software as a service: In software as a service we basically use the provider applications. In this user never ever manage or controls the 

network, operating system and applications. Here client does not control the cloud infrastructure for example operating system, storage, 

servers and the limited users cloud based application setting. It generally provides services to the users or the service providers provide 

virtualization abilities. Multiple types of services are provided by the service interface. 

 

Figure 2: Cloud Models or Layers [2] 

Interest of researchers in cloud computing is growing rapidly. It is believed that storage, networking and the computing all focus on 

horizontal scalability of virtualized resources rather than on single node performance. Moreover: 

1. Applications software needs to scale up rapidly as well as scale down, which is a new requirement in the cloud. Such software also 

needs a pay-for-use licensing model to match needs of cloud computing. 

2. Infrastructure software must be aware of the fact that it is no longer running on bare metal but on VMs. Moreover, metering and billing 

need to be built in from the start. 

3. Hardware systems should be designed at the scale of a container (at least a dozen racks), which will be of the minimum purchase size. 

Processors should work well with VMs and flash memory and should be added to the memory hierarchy. LAN switches and WAN routers 

must improve the bandwidth and the cost. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Many encryption algorithms have been developed and implemented in order to provide more secured data transmission process 

in cloud computing environment, such as, DES, AES etc. The experimental environment consists of the cloud network, server and the 

client. The encryption algorithms are different in many fields such as block input size, key size, and speed-up of the encryption 

transformation. In this review paper following literature is used which mainly on data encryptions in public cloud are computing:- 
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Ln[2] Jasleen Kaur et al. represented the encryption algorithms which do not provide any authentication check for the clients but 

the survey security is the most weakest area of this research paper. It also increases the ease of use of data in a public cloud. 

Ln[6] K. Sudha et al. presented that the encryption of original data before outsource it using advanced encryption techniques and 

retrieve the original data by using coordinate matching algorithm. It also provides more security to the original data. 

Ln[7] Shakeeba S. Khan et al. proposed a cryptographic algorithms for security in cloud computing. The proposed plan is to 

eliminate the concerns in data privacy for enhancing cloud’s security in different cloud customers. In this research paper if some intruder 

gets a valid key that he/ she can easily gets the data intentionally. 

Ln[8] Ramalingam Sugumar et al. proposed a symmetric encryption algorithm which is used to secure a outsource data in a 

public cloud storage. This proposed algorithm minimizes time for the encryption and decryption. And the cloud should not access data 

stored in cloud storage server. 

Ln[9] Hasan Omar Al- Sakran represented a scheme which minimize communication overhead and computations on  client and 

server sides. And the issues of this research paper of a untrusted client and another one is the outsourced data and the data owner’s 

application software to a cloud provider. 

Ln[10] Dr. Nandita Sengupta presented a hybrid RSA Encryption algorithm for the cloud security  in which a proposed hybrid 

RSA algorithm provide a higher level of security but cannot maintains a integrity of data in a public cloud. 

Ln[11] V.Masthanamma et al. proposed a RSA encryption algorithm which is used to enhance the security of  cloud and it also 

increases the security of data and consumes less time and the less cost. But the disadvantages of this work are a fake public key algorithm, 

key generation complexity, security needs and the low speed. 

Ln[12] Alycia Sebastian et al. represented data security issues in public cloud. The data in cloud identify and discuss security 

risks associated with it and analyzes its solution strategies. For maintaining a secure environment it requires a shared responsibility of 

cloud providers and the customers. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

In this work, an effective and flexible distributed scheme with explicit dynamic data support to ensure the correctness of users’ data in the 

cloud is proposed. By utilizing the symmetric token with dynamic verification of resource usage, the proposed scheme achieves the 

security and integrity of data storage on clouds. Moreover, when data corruption has been detected during the storage resource usage then 

the proposed scheme can almost guarantee the simultaneous localization of data errors, i.e., the identification of the misbehaving client. 

By using encryption techniques on password and security key, client feels more secure on a cloud because here even admin also don’t 

know the password of any of his client. 

1. Compared to many of its predecessors, which only provide binary results about the storage state across the distributed servers, the 

challenge-response protocol in the proposed work further provides the localization of data error. 

2. Unlike most prior works for ensuring remote data integrity, the proposed scheme supports secure and efficient dynamic operations on 

data blocks, including: update, delete and append. 

3. Extensive security and performance analysis shows that the proposed scheme is highly efficient and resilient against Byzantine failure, 

malicious data modification attack, and even server colliding attacks. 
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Figure 3: Cloud data storage architecture 

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

Figure 4: Data is passed using encryption algorithm 

The figure 4 as given above shows how the data is passed using encryption algorithm for the security purpose in the cloud environment.  
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Figure 5: Hacker information on server side 

In figure 5, all the hacker information with their username, file name which they want to hack, IP address of the hacker, three 

passwords which he/she tried to access any file, date and time of the hacking is stored in a text file on a server side. 

 

Figure 6: Password and security key saved in database using DES and AES encryption techniques. 

V. Conclusion 

In this research work two encryption algorithms one is advanced encryption algorithm (AES) and another one is data encryption 

algorithm (DES) are combined together to reach to the conclusion. The   proposed work uses a hybrid algorithm that is based on password 
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and security key. By using hybrid algorithm on the security key and the password, client feels free from his/her fear  that the administrator 

on the server side know the password because in this case even administrator doesn’t know the security key and the password of any of 

his client. The password and the security key both are saved in a database in encrypted form. 

In the presented work, the administrator also provides security in his/her resources by using the concept of true or false token in 

his/her resources. The resources which are authorized can be used by the client. If any client who is not allowed to use a particular 

resource, in that cases all his/her information is stored on the server side. The information stored on the server side is like username of a 

client, his IP address, password which he/she tries on a cloud, file name which he/she wants to hack and even the date and time of the 

hacker client. 

The proposed algorithm can be made more flexible and reliable in future. By using more algorithms, more features and security 

can be added and more improved performance can be achieved in future. The presented work is defined mainly based on hacker attack; in 

future some other improvement can be done in the communication reliability. 
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